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NetManage: Flat
Rate IT Services
When your business suffers from technology
problems, your productivity and profits suffer
as well – wouldn’t it be nice if you had an IT
department to handle those IT issues? Sure,
but with Preferred Technology Solutions you
gain much more than just an IT department –
you gain IT support, IT management, and an IT
partner.
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Our Process
Business operations will always run optimally
because our NetManage service process
stabilizes your technology. Our four simple
steps will improve your business’ daily
operations so that your business can become
an even greater success.

1. Our enterprise-level engineers talk to you
and get to know your business.
2. Through analyzing your specific business
needs, we develop a custom, effective
solution fit for your unique business.
3. We put your custom solution in place
to prevent data and information loss,
eliminating issues before they even occur.
4. We tailor to your budget and offer you the
best possible options for your business.

We Know the Business
We are highly trained, highly skilled experts
who are in the business of bettering and
managing technology. You can trust us to
handle your critical data, so that you don’t
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have to. Waiting until technology breaks only
creates even more issues down the road when
it happens – we’re here to ensure that your
technology is always running optimally so that
your business stays on track to reaching goals –
all at a flat rate.
We monitor your network 24/7, 365 days a
year so you’ll always know that your network
is secure. Even after your custom solution is
implemented, we continue to make sure that
your network is running at its best.
By monitoring your system, we receive alerts so
we can stop problems before they even exist,
saving your business stress, time and money.

Watch Profits and
Productivity Increase
Your downtime will decrease and your uptime
will increase with our proactive support,
network monitoring and security procedures
that keep your files and information safe from
hackers, giving you more free time to focus on
your long-term business goals. We have helped
our clients save as much as $250,000 per year
by reducing their downtime alone.
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Our flat rate model let’s you budget each
month, rather than coming up with funds at the
last minute to pay for surprise maintenance
and repairs. NetManage offers you a way to
grow profits, increase productivity, and keep
your network safe – all for a flat fee.
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Get in touch

Preferred Technologies
1401 N.Central, #320
Richardson, TX 75080
(972) 644-1992

www.preferredtechnology.com

